The Breathe Mesh Task Chair extends the line’s guiding principle to its logical conclusion—comfort without an ounce of fluff. An athletic mesh seat and headrest in addition to the mesh back provide comfort in 4 ways.

The soft nylon material contains no rough edges to damage clothing or irritate skin. Its open weave allows air to circulate, providing thermal comfort. The underlying structure is precisely designed to cradle and support the body in its natural position.

Lastly, adjustable features help prevent fatigue until your to-do list is done. The seat height and depth can be changed while the chair is in use, as can the height of the headrest and lumbar support. Height- and width-adjustable T-arms also give users a 2½" range in height and 2" range in width to find their perfect fit.

During less intensive tasks, the synchronous mechanism coordinates seat and back movement to make reclining feel more natural, while the degree of that recline is controlled by the tilt-lock knob beneath the seat. Maximizing comfort in every dimension, Breathe Mesh Task Seating ensures nothing will come between you and your inspiration.